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About This Game

Strain Z1 has spread throughout the city. All citizens were infected. People turned into horrible bloodthirsty Zombies. The
military was sent to eliminate the threat. Long-term battles with the army of Zombies didn't produce significant results.

Enormous numbers of the brain-eaters were eliminated, even more than the population of the city. Attacks of the mutants don't
stop but become more massive.

A squad of unique specialists was sent to the scene. Unfortunately, their bus was ambushed. There was only one survivor...

Features:
- 9 different beautiful locations

- 7 types of deadly weapons
- 31 types of enemies

- Super Bosses - "Zombie with a plunger", "Zombie-girl with a frying pan", etc.
- sea of blood!!!

- character development
- plenty of perks
- and other stuff
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Really enjoyed this game, its a decent game expecialy for its price and is definetly worth checking out, that said it does has alot
of room for improvment.. Fun little indie shooter. Has some issues that did not impact gameplay for me. Get it on sale or with a
coupon. My couple of bucks was well spent.. great top-down zombie shooter - pass levels, kill hundreds of zombies, fight
zombie bossess, perks, exploding barrels, weapon shop, level design - everything done properly - game's pretty playable,
interesting, addictive: zombies start to attack when you don't see them, so they attack unexpectedly; they ran pass exploding
barrels prior their explosion - you have to be quick, exact and move all the time. i could stop playing it only at level 4 :). Even
that I got the game for super cheat (thanks to my -90% OFF coupon), I still can't recommend it.

Pros

HUD is ok.

Easy controls.

Leveling with stats points to spend even if poorly balanced. All for damage bonus then crit bonus and you are
good to go.

Zombies (yhea).

3 quality setting and sounds levels. That's all you can tweak in the game, better than nothing, right?
Cons

Linear gameplay. The game plays exactly same from the beginning to the end. No active
skills\/techniques to unlock.

Enemies "miraculously" appearing not off-screen, no spawn animation.

Levels are generic, have no surprise, poor interaction and aren't interesting to explore.

The 7 weapons play the same. All are full auto up to 1000 shots (except for the default one that is
unlimited) with no need to reload. No secondary weapon or throwables.

Short game. Took me 2.5 hours to beat the game and I fully explored all maps but that's optional.

A lot of truck tires everywhere (?!?): over the buildings, in the undergrounds, everywhere but I have my theory:
the virus either transformed people into zombies or tires. Not sure which one is the worse.

Zombies fighting with WTF weapons like oversized plunger (huh), over sized hydrant (oh) or other weird stuff
(what's this xD)

Musics don't fit the post apocalyptic mood of the game and are meh except the one when screen is full of
enemies.

Only keyboard shortcuts are for weapons and main menu. No shortcut for map & skills menu.

Zombies have green blood.

The grammar is terrible. I assume it was poorly translated from another language.

Game is windowed by default but can be switched to full screen with glitchy black bars at the top & bottom.

Poor in-game resolution and can't be tweaked.. \udb40\udc21. Really great game, I really like it!. Surprisingly a
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fun game!

2D-isometric gameplay involving shooting zombies. And not just a generic selection but all sorts of zombies.
Some even funny with their plungers.

+ leveling up system
+ weapon store, ammo and armor refills
+ there is a map
+ more then one level

- I can walk over planks but not over fallen lantern posts...
- enemies spawn sometimes right in your face

Yes I recommend it, you get lots of gameplay for even less then a buck.
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Fun little indie shooter. Has some issues that did not impact gameplay for me. Get it on sale or with a coupon. My couple of
bucks was well spent.
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